PUGLIA

ISOLA PARADISO
The complex "ISOLA PARADISO" has
apartments privately owned and personally
managed by Agitur Casa Club, immersed in
the green VILLAGGIO JULIA in the Bay of
Manaccora on the coast road between Peschici
and Vieste.
The Village Julia extends him along a vast
Mediterranean wood; composes from around
700 apartments inserted in complexes to team
on three levels in panoramic position, degrading
toward the sea, which is accessed through a
pleasant commercial and sporting center.
The apartments of privacies owners in masonry
and with independent entry are furnished in
simple and functional way according to the
taste of every single owner. The distance from
the beach and from the sea of the apartments
has varied since 300 to the 700mt.
l Services offered by the Village and inclusive
in club it enrolls it I am; two swimming pools,
volleyball fields, basket, calcetto, two fields
from bottles, two tennis fields, minimarket,
bazaar, restaurant, pizzeria, tobaccos, boutique,
m e d i c a l c l i n i c , f r u i t a n d ve g e t a b l e .
TIPOLOGY : Studio apartment type B 3pl.
mq.29: situated to the P. Terra, it is composed
of an unique environment of mq.29, with couch
read matrimonial and read single, angle
cooking, bath with shower, external porch with
garden.
Studio apartment type 4pl. mq.30:
lcomposed by stay with couch read double and
bed in castle, angle cooking, bath with shower,
ample external porch if situated to the first
plan, with porch and garden if situated to the
plain earth.

Spiaggia di Manaccora

Apartment type D 4pl. mq.36: situated to
the first floor, it is composed from a matrimonial
room, a stay with angle cooking and bed
estraibile for 2PL, bath with shower, external
porch.
Apartment type E 6pl. mq.40: situated all
to the first floor, it is composed where of a
matrimonial room with to the outside a
redemption the bed you is situated to castle,
a stay with angle cooking and bed estraibile
for 2PL, bath with shower, external porch.
POSITION : The Village is born from the sea,
the bay of Manaccora, from the beach it is
accessed the long commercial center around
300 mt., from the commercial center it is
accessed the zone apartments through an
under passage. The apartments go from a
minimum of 300 mt. from the thin sea to a
maximum of 700 mt.
The Village dista 7 kms. from Peschici and 16
kms. from Vieste and she is set on the coast
road that connects the two countries.
BEACH : The bay of Manaccora, distant from
300 mt. to 700 mt. afoot it is of sand end
delimited by rock-cliffs, it is completely
equipped with payment beaches and free
beach, it is possible to rent the place beach
to the followings costs: 1 umbrella + I lay
down and bunk--Low Season  7 to the gg. Tall Season  15 to the gg. - it is also possible
to practise all the sports aquatic type windsurf,
canoe, water's ski etc..
ANIMATION : The Village has an ample
amphitheater where a staff of animators
proposes various matinees and evening, they
are anticipated also various sporting activities

that they develop in the areas equipped further
to an ample program of diversion in the beach.
SPORT and FUNS : The commercial center
prepares various sporting equipments what:
two swimming pools of which 1 with water
slide, volleyball fields, basket, calcetto, two
fields from bottles, two tennis fields, draught
with the arc, minigolf, beach volley, ping pong,
ample amphitheater, disco to the open one on
the beach, besides minimarket, bazar,
restaurant, pizzeria, tobaccos, boutique,
medical clinic, fruit and vegetable. The beach
is equipped with various deprived beaches
where possible to practise various aquatic
sports is what windsurf, canoe etc .
EXCURSIONS to PAYMENT : Turn of the
Caves Marina from the Dock of Peschici, Islands
Tremiti, Forest Umbra, Mountain Sant'Angelo,
St. Giovanni Rotondo, valley Of Itria,
Alberobello, Caves of Castellana, Zoo of Fasano.
SERVICES : The complex has parking lot auto
I free inside, it is possible to bring animals of
small ransom, two swimming pools, volleyball
fields, basket, calcetto, two fields from bottles,
two tennis fields, ample amphitheater, disco
to the open one on the beach, besides
minimarket, bazaar, restaurant, pizzeria,
tobaccos, boutique, medical clinic, fruit and
vegetable. The beach is equipped with various
deprived beaches where possible to practise
various aquatic sports is what windsurf, canoe
etc.
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As Arrives to Peschici Puglia
From North: Highway A14 (direction Bologna-Bari) gone out of
Poggio Imperiale, to take the Speedway for Vico of the Gargano,
finally to continue on the SS 89 for Peschici.
From Florence-Rome: Highway A24 (direction Pescara) to take the A14 (direction Bari)
therefore exit of Poggio Imperiale, Speedway for Vico of the Gargano, to continue on
the SS 89 for Peschici.
From Naples: Highway A16 (direction Bari) to go out to the tollgate of Candella and
to continue for Foggia, to take back the highway A14 (direction Pescara) therefore exit
to the tollgate of Poggio Imperiale, Speedway for Vico of the Gargano, to continue on
the SS 89 for Peschici.
From South: Highway A14 Taranto-Bologna (direction Pescara) therefore exit to the
tollgate of Poggio Imperiale, Speedway for Vico of the Gargano, to continue on the SS
89 for Peschici.
From Rome: Daily departure from the station
Tiburtina at 14,50 with arrival to Peschici at
22,45.
From Milan: Daily departure at 21,00 with
arrival to Peschici at 07,10.
From Bologna: Daily departure at 21,00 with arrival to Peschici
at 05,00.
From Turin: Daily departure at 21,00 with arrival to Peschici
at 09,55.
From Pescara: Daily departure at 14,30 with arrival to Peschici
at 18,10.
They are anticipated numerous other cities of departure, for
further information to connect to the site
www.ferroviedelgargano.com or to phone the number
0882221414.

The Station of reference is that of San Severo (FG), some trains don't stop therefore to take as reference the Station
of Foggia. From San Severo to take the local train or the service of bus for Peschici-Calenella.
For further information on the schedules to connect to the site www.ferroviedelgargano.com or to phone the
number 0882221414, while for the national schedules to connect to the site www.trenitalia.it
The nearest Airports are: Bari and Pescara that 200 kms are distant. from Peschici.
Here they operate numerous companies to low cost percui it is not difficult to find convenient flights.
From the various airports it is possible to rent auto (the choice more recommended) or to reach Fish us with the
train or Bus.

AGITUR CASA CLUB

viale Kennedy 30
71010 PESCHICI FG
Tel. 0884-964991- Fax 0884-962208
www.agitur.it -- info@agitur.it

